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MANAGEMENT | RESEARCH ARTICLE

Three decades research in the field of business 
ecosystem
Ahmad Rifa’i1,2*, Sam’un Jaja Raharja1, Rivani Rivani1 and Ratih Purbasari1

Abstract:  The study of business ecosystem is highly popular among researchers 
and practitioners as a new and vital stream in strategic management. From this 
context, systematic literature reviews emphasizing the bibliometric analysis and 
VOSviewer visualization of business ecosystem studies are rarely conducted. These 
rare studies often involve all peer-reviewed articles, due to the theme being coined 
until the last decade. Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the bibliometric and 
VOSviewer visualization analyses of business ecosystem through the consideration 
of the following keywords, namely co-occurrence, co-authorship, citation, biblio-
graphic coupling, and co-citation. The evaluation also encompassed the retrieval of 
the scientific articles published within the last three decades from the Scopus 
database, where “business ecosystem” was frequently found in the titles, abstracts, 
or author keywords. In this case, the University of Cambridge and the United States 
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were the most prolific affiliates of publishing documents, with the National Natural 
Science Foundation of China highly emphasizing sponsored funding. The results 
obtained enabled easier determination of rarely-analyzed research themes on 
business ecosystem, such as the sharing and circular economy, artificial intelli-
gence, business ecosystem platforms, and innovation ecosystem. Besides, high- 
reputation journals and research management decision-making were also easily 
determined and facilitated.

Subjects: Ecology - Environment Studies; Computer Graphics & Visualization; 
Environmental Economics; Business, Management and Accounting 

Subjects: Ecosystem Studies; Environmental Studies; Mapping Studies; Librarianship 
Studies; Computer Graphics and Visualization; Data Preparation and Mining; Citation 
Analysis; Keyword Co-Occurrence; Co-authorship; Bibliographic Coupling; Co-Citation 
Analysis

Keywords: business ecosystem; bibliometric; visualization; Scopus; Vosviewer

1. Introduction
The study of business ecosystem was initially established by James F. Moore (1993) in the article, 
“Predators and Prey: A New Ecology of Competition”, in the May–June Harvard Review. This indi-
cated that a business entity was an industrial member and an organizational part combining 
various industries (Mäkinen & Dedehayir, 2012; Moore, 1993). Therefore, business ecosystem is 
defined as a perspective to understand the operational patterns of the economic community 
(Anggraeni et al., 2007). This is a new experimental perspective, which has advantages over 
other perceptions, including the fresh concepts in business collaboration (Majava et al., 2013; 
Yang et al., 2020) and innovation (Rinkinen & Harmaakorpi, 2018; Sun et al., 2020).

The study of business ecosystem is a new and vital stream in strategic management 
(Baghbadorani & Harandi, 2012; Sun et al., 2018) and has high popularity among experts and 
practitioners (Nuseibah & Wolff, 2015; Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004). From this context, several reports 
conducted bibliometric analysis in business ecosystem, including Mäkinen and Dedehayir (2012). 
This led to a systematic literature review to define business ecosystem members and their roles, as 
well as the evolution and change dynamics of the organizational environment. The evaluation also 
emphasized the articles contributing to the ecosystem analysis (8 articles) from the ISI Web of 
Knowledge database. Furthermore, Bonamigo et al. (2016) conducted a systematic bibliometric 
review of dairy production from a business ecosystem perspective, by using 16 selected articles 
from various journal databases. The limitations of this report only included some peer-reviewed 
articles in the business ecosystem, namely only 8 and 16 peer-reviewed articles, respectively.

Jarvi and Kortelainen (2017) also reviewed the organizational environment by involving 72 
selected papers for 1993–2014, which were retrieved from the Scopus database. This analysis 
was responsible for describing the business, innovation, DBE (digital business ecosystem), and 
platform ecosystem. Faber et al. (2019) further conducted a systematic mapping analysis to 
describe types of business ecosystem. This analysis involved the 136 selected articles retrieved 
from various databases, including Scopus, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science, subsequently leading 
to the evaluation of 12 types of business ecosystem. According to Espina-Romero et al. (2022), 
a bibliometric and visualization analysis was conducted in the organizational environment, invol-
ving 96 Scorpus-database articles for 2018–2022. This prioritized business ecosystem topics and 
the primary information included in relevant scientific publications. The limitation of this study is 
that it only involved some of the years of observation in the last three decades.
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Based on these descriptions, the systematic literature reviews emphasizing the 1993–2021 
bibliometric and VOSviewer visualization analyses still need to be determined. Therefore, this 
study aims to evaluate the bibliometric and VOSviewer visualization analyses of business ecosys-
tem, through the 29-year-old scientific articles retrieved from the Scopus database (closer to the 
last three decades). Evaluations involving all peer-reviewed articles in the last three decades can 
provide more comprehensive bibliometric information to the scientific community. It will also 
provide insight into the evolution of business ecosystem studies for researchers. According to 
van Eck and Waltman (2010, 2011, 2014), VOSviewer software was very suitable for building and 
viewing bibliometric, co-citation-based author maps, and co-occurrence-oriented keyword maps, 
as well as open and accessible sources for the experimental community.

2. Theory

2.1. Business ecosystem
The early studies of business ecosystem (Iansiti & Levien, 2004; Moore, 1993) are responsible for 
using the analogies and metaphors of ecological biology and approach, to explain the role and 
interdependence of actors in the success and survival of organizational environment. In this 
context, several analogies are identified and emphasized (Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004), including 
the industrial ecosystem, economic as an ecosystem, digital business ecosystem (DBE), and social 
ecosystems. Various reports have also significantly contributed to the development of business 
ecosystem, including Kandiah and Gossain (1998), Adner (2006), Adner and Kapoor (2010), and 
Rong et al. (2013).

A business ecosystem is an economic community supported by interactive organizations and 
individuals, including customers, suppliers, lead producers, financial institutions, trade associations 
and unions, standard bodies, government agencies, and other interested parties (Moore, 1993, 
1998). It is also the dynamic structure containing a population of interrelated and dependent 
organizations (Peltoniemi, 2005; Peltoniemi et al., 2005). From this context, several organizations 
often aim to develop and share innovations, serve customer satisfaction, and achieve profits 
according to their respective capabilities, through competition, cooperation, or coordination 
(Barnett, 2006; Peltoniemi, 2006). In business ecosystem, the company is also capable of being 
developed in four stages, namely birth, expansion, leadership, and self-renewal/death (Moore, 
1993). Furthermore, business ecosystem is commonly developed based on self-organization, 
emergence, co-evolution, and adaptation (Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004). To understand the longevity 
and growth tendency of this ecosystem, subsequent health measurements also used three factors, 
including robustness, productivity, and niche creation (den Hartigh et al., 2006; Iansiti & Levien, 
2002).

Business ecosystem also has a new paradigm in innovation (Rinkinen & Harmaakorpi, 2018; Sun 
et al., 2020) and collaboration (Majava et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2020), a fresh and vital stream of 
strategic management (Baghbadorani & Harandi, 2012; Sun et al., 2020), as well as high popularity 
among experts and practitioners (Nuseibah & Wolff, 2015; Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004). However, 
several weaknesses are observed, including the use of many scholars with different definitions 
(Peltoniemi, 2005, 2006; Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004). The weakness also involves the implementation 
of different data analysis techniques (Anggraeni et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2017; Perfetto & Vargas- 
Sánchez, 2018), such as value network approach (Kwon et al., 2017; Prabowo et al., 2017; 
Tricahyono & Purnamasari, 2018; Wieringa et al., 2019), as well as narrative method and helix 
innovation model (Majava et al., 2013; Monika & Lantu, 2015).

As members of business ecosystem, the advantages for companies emphasizes the following, 
(1) opportunities to collaborate and develop in business networks, (2) protection from enemy 
threats (Peltoniemi, 2006), (3) shared fate among members (Iansiti & Levien, 2004), and (4) 
availability of innovative platforms (Baghbadorani & Harandi, 2012; Majava et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, the progress of specific companies are capable of impacting the progress of other 
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organizations, which are members of business ecosystem. For the organizational disadvantage, 
changes often spread through the system and destroy specific high or low performing industries 
when part of the ecosystem is transformed (Peltoniemi, 2006). This shows that the decline of 
specific organization influences the underperformance of others, which are members of business 
ecosystem.

2.2. Bibliometric study
Bibliometric is a quantitative document analysis used to analyze scientific publications, obtain an 
research field overview, and acquire collaborations with other experts (Waltman & Noyons, 2018). 
It is also implemented to evaluate various analyses (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016), measure output, 
as well as observe science and technology developments through the production of scientific 
literature in specific studies (Okubo, 1997). The bibliometric analysis also provides information on 
measuring the productivity, quality, and impact of articles, as well as identifying their work and 
contributions. Moreover, bibliometric information is available to support decision-making in 
research management and allocation of funds. It also helps to determine the highest-impact 
journals for scientists, as well as the most critical articles and journals on a specific topic for 
students (Agarwal et al., 2016).

The most common types of information and studies carried out in bibliometric analysis include 
the number of scientific articles (Agarwal et al., 2016), patents, literature, or document forms, 
state affiliations (Okubo, 1997), citations, open access status, and funding sponsors (Waltman & 
Noyons, 2018). It also involves authors (Fahimnia et al., 2015), co-citation networks, bibliographic 
coupling, keyword co-occurrence relations, co-authorship channels (Martins et al., 2022; Perianes- 
Rodriguez et al., 2016; van Eck & Waltman, 2014), organizational affiliation, journal titles (Putera 
et al., 2020), and the publication stages. However, the information does not often provide exact 
measurements due to only being an estimate. This indicates that decision-making needs adequate 
expert judgment because of its inability to solely depend on bibliometric information as the only 
basis (Waltman & Noyons, 2018).

2.3. VOS viewer
VOSviewer (visualization of similarities viewer) is a software tool developed by the Center for 
Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University, the Netherlands. This tool is available for free 
and valuable to the bibliometric and scientometric community (van Eck & Waltman, 2010, 2011). It 
is also an open-access software tool used for bibliometric visualization, including Pajek, Gephi, 
CiteSpace, Sci2, HistCite, and CitNetExplorer (van Eck & Waltman, 2014). In addition, VOSviewer is 
responsible for downloading data through the API and supporting various reference file managers, 
namely RIS, EndNote, and RefWorks.

VOSviewer software is found to comprehensively support the visualization of bibliometric maps. 
It also allows the analysis of all network data, including the development of co-citation and 
bibliographic coupling (van Eck & Waltman, 2014), publication citation networks, expert collabora-
tion channels, and keywords co-occurrence media (van Eck & Waltman, 2010, 2011). This tool is 
subsequently used to build and visualize bibliometric networks, regarding the data retrieved from 
the databases of Scopus, Web of Science (Batmunkh et al., 2022; Perianes-Rodriguez et al., 2016), 
Dimensions, Lens, or Pubmed. In addition, VOSviewer is only capable of handling English scientific 
articles (van Eck & Waltman, 2014).

3. Research method and strategy
The evaluation was based on the scientific articles retrieved from the Scopus database on 5 August 
. This database was selected due to providing a broad scope of scientific literature and the 
capability for citation analysis (Agarwal et al., 2016; Falagas et al., 2008). It was also the common 
information source frequently used in bibliometric analysis (Waltman & Noyons, 2018), as the 
primary medium for citation data (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016). In addition, the Scopus database 
provided comprehensive scientific resources for the study community (Khanra et al., 2020).
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Based on Figure 1, the implemented strategy consists of three stages. Firstly, the retrieval of 
scientific articles in the Scopus database by using “business ecosystem” in the title, abstract, or 
keywords. In this stage, a total of 1,617 scientific articles were appropriately obtained. Secondly, 
more in-depth and specific scientific articles were retrieved through four search filters, including 
the publications from 1993 to 2021. From this context, early 1993 was applied because the study 
of business ecosystem was initially introduced by James F. Moore during the period. This was 
accompanied by the acquisition of data through subject area filtration, namely “Business, 
Management, and Accounting”, “Social Sciences”, and “Economics, Econometrics, and Finance”. 
Filtering was also carried out through document type, including “article”, “conference paper”, 
“book chapter”, “review”, “book”, and “conference review”. Moreover, filtering was conducted 
through language, namely “English”, which was the only recommended lingual form implemented 
and handled by VOSviewer. In this stage, the search strategy used a Boolean operator to carry out 
the following operation, (((TITLE-ABS-KEY (“business ecosystem”)) AND (PUBYEAR, < 2022) AND 
(PUBYEAR >1992)) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA “BUSI”) OR LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, “SOCI”) OR LIMIT- 
TO (SUBJAREA “ECON”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE “ar”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “cp”) OR LIMIT-TO 
(DOCTYPE “ch”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, “re”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE “bk”) OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE 
“cr”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”))). From this context, a total of 727 scientific articles 
were retrieved for subsequent analysis.

Thirdly, a bibliometric analysis was conducted, including the number of scientific articles, pub-
lication stages, open access status, document types, organizational affiliation, and sponsorship. 
Besides, a visualization analysis was also performed with VOSviewer, namely (1) the co-occurrence 
keyword measurement to help visualize the main research topics (Khanra et al., 2020), (2) the co- 
authorship analysis to observe the collaboration patterns among authors and determine the co- 
authors of the most cooperatively produced articles, and (3) the citation measurement to obtain 
the most cited publications. Bibliographic coupling analysis was also employed to determine the 
article sources that published the most relevant documents. In addition, co-citation analysis was 
performed to obtained the journals with high reputations and the most citations (Khanra et al., 
2021).

4. Results

4.1. Number of scientific articles
Based on business ecosystem studies conducted over the last three decades (1993–2021), the 
total number of relevant scientific articles was 727. This estimation began to increase in 2013 and 
reached a total of 120 scientific publications in 2021 (Figure 2). From this context, the average 
growth in the number of articles was 15.6% in 29 years. This result confirmed that more experts 
became interested in business ecosystem analysis. The number of scientific articles was also an 
indicator of expert productivity in a field (Okubo, 1997). Moreover, no publications were found in 
1994–1995, 1997, 1999, and 2001. Based on the results, most of these articles (716 articles, 

Figure 1. Research method and 
strategy.
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98.5%) were published and available for download in the Scopus database, with the remaining (11 
articles, 1.5%) being press publications.

Figure 3 shows that business ecosystem articles in the Scopus database were mainly categorized 
as “All Open Access” (43.3%), accompanied by the accepted manuscripts available in the reposi-
tory (“Green”, 31.7%). It also displayed the distribution of documents across various types of 
journals, regarding their open access policies. This specifically emphasized the percentage of 
documents published in the following, (1) the publications exclusively providing open access 
(“Gold Open”, 13.4%), (2) the journals providing authors with the choice of publishing open access 
(“Hybrid Gold”, 6.2%), and (3) the manuscripts accepted for publication and subsequently granted 
temporary or permanent free access by the publisher (“Bronze”, 5.5%). Moreover, the study’s 
findings underscore the importance of open access in the dissemination of research within the 
business ecosystem analysis. The significant proportion of articles with open access status (43.3%) 
indicates the potential benefits it offers to various stakeholders. Firstly, open access provides 
access to research findings for individuals who may not have the means to afford access fees 
associated with traditional publishing models. By eliminating financial barriers, open access 
ensures that knowledge and information are accessible to a wider audience, including researchers 
from resource-constrained institutions, policymakers, practitioners, and the public. This inclusivity 
promotes equity in knowledge dissemination and enables broader societal impact. Furthermore, 
open access facilitates expert accessibility and enhances collaboration within the research com-
munity. By making research freely available, open access encourages interdisciplinary 

Figure 3. Status of open access 
scientific articles in business 
ecosystem studies indexed by 
Scopus.

Figure 2. Number of scientific 
articles on business ecosystem 
studies indexed by Scopus.
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collaborations, data sharing, and the development of new insights and innovations. It fosters 
a culture of openness and transparency, enabling researchers to build upon existing work and 
advance the collective understanding of the business ecosystem.

Additionally, open access promotes faster publication of research findings. Traditional publishing 
models often involve lengthy review processes and access restrictions, leading to delays in 
disseminating important research. Open access publication allows for immediate access to 
research outputs, accelerating the dissemination of knowledge and facilitating the rapid exchange 
of ideas within the academic community. It is worth noting that the proportion of open access 
articles in the business ecosystem analysis (43.3%) exceeds the average for articles across various 
fields (15.0%) (Agarwal et al., 2016). This indicates the growing recognition and adoption of open 
access within the business ecosystem research community, highlighting the advantages it offers in 
terms of accessibility, collaboration, and timely dissemination of findings. In conclusion, the 
study’s findings highlight the importance of open access in the business ecosystem analysis. 
Open access enables equitable access to research findings, promotes collaboration, accelerates 
publication timelines, and surpasses the average proportion of open access articles across various 
fields. Embracing open access in scholarly publishing contributes to a more inclusive and impactful 
research landscape.

Based on Figure 4, 56.7%, 24.5%, 10.7%, 4.1%, 2.1%, and 1.9% of the scientific publications 
emphasized “Articles”, “Conference Paper”, “Book Chapter”, “Review”, “Conference Review”, and 
“Book”, respectively. This was in line with Okubo (1997), where the basic mode used by the 
scientific community to convey new knowledge was through “Articles”. In addition, no patent 
data were found in the Scopus database for the bibliometric analysis of business ecosystem study 
over the last three decades. 

4.2. Organization affiliation and funding sponsor
Based on the results, a total of 160 organizational affiliations were observed, including universities, 
schools, colleges, and research companies. From this context, the TOP 12 (Figure 5) had the most 
organizational affiliations publishing documents in business ecosystem, namely the Universities of 
Cambridge (3.7%), Tampere (3.3%), Tsinghua (2.3%), Oulu (1.9%), LUT (1.7%), and Bournemouth 
(1.7%), as well as VTT Technical Research Center of Finland (1.7%). This was accompanied by the 
Universities of Abo Akademi (1.4%), Pennsylvania (1.4%), Greenwich (1.1%), and Aalto (1.1%), as 
well as Tokyo Institute of Technology (1.1%). Meanwhile, the remaining 148 affiliated 

Figure 4. Document type in the 
study of business ecosystem 
indexed by Scopus.
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organizations published less than 1% of each document. The study’s findings reveal a significant 
geographical domination in terms of organizational affiliations within the business ecosystem 
analysis, with European universities emerging as the dominant region. Specifically, the 
Universities of Cambridge and Tampere stand out as prominent contributors, underscoring the 
dominance observed in Europe. These findings emphasize the dominance of European universities, 
particularly the Universities of Cambridge and Tampere, in terms of organizational affiliations in 
the study of the business ecosystem. The research output and affiliation of these universities 
highlight Europe’s strong presence and expertise in advancing knowledge and understanding in 
this field.

Metadata bibliometric also supported funding sponsor information (Figure 6), where 138 spon-
sors were found in business ecosystem analysis over the last three decades. These sponsors 
included universities, research institutions, governments, and donor agencies. From the context, 
the National Natural Science Foundation of China was the largest funding sponsor with 25 docu-
ments (34.4%), accompanied by the European Commission, Tekes, and Tsinghua University with 
(1.5%), (1.1%), and (0.9%) publications, respectively. The Academy of Finland, Economic and Public 
Research Council, and National Office for Philosophy and Social Sciences also had 0.8% documents 
each, with the Horizon 2020 Framework Program, Ministry of Education, and Research-Innovation 
of UK all having 0.6% publications. Meanwhile, the remaining 128 sponsors funded less than 0.5% 
of the study documents. A total of 587 publications were also not supported by the sponsors 

Figure 6. TOP 10 research 
sponsorship funding in business 
ecosystem indexed by Scopus.

Figure 5. TOP 12 affiliate orga-
nizations publishing scientific 
articles on business ecosystem 
studies indexed by Scopus.
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(undefined). The study’s findings indicate a significant geographical domination in terms of funding 
sponsor within the business ecosystem analysis, with Asia emerging as the dominant region. These 
findings highlight the dominance of Asia, particularly China, in terms of funding support for the 
study of the business ecosystem. The National Natural Science Foundation of China and Tsinghua 
University’s contributions underscore the region’s significance and investment in this field of 
research. Moreover, it is important to note that the second geographical domination in terms of 
funding sponsors is observed in Europe. European funding sponsors, such as European 
Commission, the Academy of Finland, and various national research councils, have also made 
notable contributions to the business ecosystem analysis. These funding sources reflect Europe’s 
commitment to supporting research in this domain and highlight the region’s influence in advan-
cing knowledge and understanding of the business ecosystem.

5. Discussion

5.1. Keyword co-occurrence analysis
Keyword co-occurrence is a relationship between several key terms (van Eck & Waltman, 2014), 
whose appearances are observed together (Okubo, 1997) in the title, abstract, or author phrases in 
scientific publications. By using the VOSviewer software version 1.16.18 with the unit of analysis 
“author keywords”, the visualization of co-occurrence produced 1,993 keywords. From the selec-
tion of the minimum number of 5 co-occurrences, 45 related keywords were also produced 
(Figure 7). In this case, the study of business ecosystem was strongly related to several terms, 
including innovation, value creation, strategic management, organizational model, small & med-
ium enterprises (SMEs), and sustainability. This indicated that the terms closer in visualization were 
observed together in publications and considered to be highly relevant (Waltman & Noyons, 2018).

Based on the results, 45 keywords were also grouped into eight clusters. For Cluster 1 (red), 11 
research themes were observed, with “Digital Business Ecosystem (DBE)” and “SMEs” being dom-
inantly evaluated and marked by larger nodes. This showed that bigger nodes led to more popular 
representations, connections (van Eck & Waltman, 2014), and frequent discussion than other 

Figure 7. Network visualization 
keywords co-occurrence in 
business ecosystem studies.
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themes in the same cluster. Cluster 2 (green) also contained seven research themes, with 
“Business Ecosystem” being dominantly evaluated. Furthermore, Clusters 3 (blue) and 4 (light 
green) each contained six themes, with “Sustainability” and “Ecosystem” being dominantly 
emphasized, respectively.

Clusters 5 (purple), 6 (light blue), 7 (orange), and 8 (brown) also consisted of 5, 4, 4, and 2 
research themes, with “Business Model”, “Value Co-creation”, “Innovation”, and “Learning” being 
dominantly discussed, respectively. Form these results, “Business Ecosystem” specifically appeared 
most frequently in the title, abstract, or author keywords (Table 1), accompanied by “Innovation”, 
“Ecosystem”, and “Business Model”. Similarly, based on Figure 7, the node size also showed many 
publications (van Eck & Waltman, 2014), with the terms matching the title, abstract, or author 
keywords.

From Table 1, the most popular keywords dominantly discussed were presented based on total 
link strength (Khanra et al., 2020), which prioritized the number of relationships among the study 
terms or keywords (van Eck & Waltman, 2014). This proved that “Business Ecosystem” was highly 
popular with a total link strength of 226, accompanied by “Innovation” and “Business Model”. In 
line with Figure 7, “Business Ecosystem” (green) and “Innovation” (orange) had the largest nodes, 
indicating that both themes were the most popular keywords dominantly discussed with many 
publications.

Based on the data analysis, the density of research themes in the business ecosystem can be 
represented using a map color scheme, as suggested by van Eck and Waltman (2011). The map 
color indicates the level of density, with blue representing the lowest density and yellow repre-
senting the highest (Pradana et al., 2023). Interestingly, the analysis reveals that certain themes 
are relatively less studied in the business ecosystem literature. These emerging themes include 
sharing, circular economy, artificial intelligence, business ecosystem platform, and innovation 
ecosystem. These areas warrant further investigation in future analyses, as they present opportu-
nities for exploring new research frontiers within the business ecosystem field. To delve deeper into 
these themes, it is recommended to conduct future studies incorporating specific keywords related 
to sharing, circular economy, artificial intelligence, business ecosystem platform, and innovation 
ecosystem. By employing relevant keywords, researchers can explore various sub-topics and 
dimensions within these emerging themes, contributing to a more comprehensive understanding 
of their implications for the business ecosystem. Furthermore, the data indicates that discussions 

Table 1. TOP 13 terms in the study of business ecosystem, as indexed by Scopus in the title, 
abstract, or author keywords
Keywords Occurrences Total Link Strength
Business Ecosystem 256 226

Innovation 46 72

Ecosystem 38 39

Business Model 34 59

Digital Business Ecosystem 27 20

Case Study 22 32

SMEs 22 21

Value Creation 17 32

Entrepreneurship 17 25

Sustainability 16 33

Platform 16 31

Strategy 15 27

Open Innovation 15 13
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around these research themes began to gain momentum in 2019. This suggests a recent surge in 
interest and attention towards these topics within the business ecosystem literature. As these 
themes continue to evolve, it becomes crucial for researchers to delve into their intricacies and 
explore their implications for businesses, ecosystems, and society at large.

In summary, the data analysis reveals that certain research themes, such as sharing, circular 
economy, artificial intelligence, business ecosystem platform, and innovation ecosystem, are 
relatively underexplored within the business ecosystem literature. It is recommended to conduct 
future studies using relevant keywords (Setyaningsih et al., 2018) to delve into these themes and 
develop a deeper understanding of their dimensions and implications. The data also highlights that 
these emerging themes gained prominence in discussions starting from 2019, indicating their 
growing importance within the business ecosystem field.

5.2. Co-authorship analysis
Co-authorship is the collaboration between researchers in joint programs, to produce scientific 
publications (Okubo, 1997) and show the network of available relationships between researchers 
(van Eck & Waltman, 2014). Based on the results, 1,594 experts of business ecosystem studies 
were observed over the last three decades, regarding the co-authorship visualization with the 
“Author” analysis unit. This was accompanied by the minimum selection of 2 documents for each 
author, with 199 experts subsequently observed to meet the threshold. In this case, only 28 
authors were related, with the remaining parties being unrelated (Figure 8). From the co- 
authorship bibliometric analysis, the collaboration of authors was grouped into 8 clusters. This 
indicated that Cluster 1 (red) contained 6 experts, accompanied by Clusters 2 (green), 3 (blue), 4 
(light green), and 5 (purple), which consisted of 5 authors each, respectively. Meanwhile, the 
remaining three clusters contained two experts each.

Based on the co-authorship visualization (Figure 8), Rong, K. had the most significant node, 
whose size indicated the number of scientific publications produced (Waltman & Noyons, 2018). 
Almost all authors are also connected to the authors with the largest publications (İ̇yibildiren et al., 

Figure 8. Network visualization 
of authors collaboration to 
produce articles in business 
ecosystem indexed by Scopus.
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2023), namely Rong, K and Shi, Y. In this context, Rong, K. from Tsinghua University, Department of 
Economics, Beijing, China (Table 2), produced the highest number of publications of 2.7% of 
documents. This was accompanied by Shi, Y. and Kapoor, R. from the Universities of Cambridge 
(the United Kingdom) and Pennsylvania (the United States), which had 2.1% and 1.1% documents, 
respectively. In addition, Dedehayir, O. and Makinen, S.J. had 0.9% documents each, with Lin, Y., 
Hellstrom, M., Wikstrom, K., and Hyrynsalmi, S., having 0.8% publications.

From the results, the co-authorship bibliometric analysis also supported the measurements of 
the relationship network between the countries of study experts (Okubo, 1997). By using the unit of 
analysis, “Countries”, and the minimum number of 5 documents in each nation, only 35 states met 
the threshold and were related, compared to the remaining that were unrelated. These country 
affiliations were subsequently grouped into 7 clusters. Based on the bibliometric metadata analy-
sis, only 73 country affiliates were found for the authors publishing the theme of business 
ecosystem, with the TOP 10 related nations presented in Table 3. In this context, the United 
States was the most productive country with 15% documents, accompanied by the United 
Kingdom, Finland, and China with 14.6%, 11.0%, and 10.2% publications, respectively. 
Meanwhile, the remaining 69 country affiliates published less than 10% of each document.

5.3. Citation analysis
Citation is the acknowledgment of previous reports by an expert, to track the influence of com-
munity science (Okubo, 1997), article impact measures, scientific quality (Waltman & Noyons, 
2018), and alternative influential models. Based on the results, 727 documents were obtained 
through citation visualization, by using the analysis unit, “Documents”. By implementing 
a minimum number of 50 citations for each document, a total of 67 publications met the thresh-
old. This contained 56 related and 11 unrelated documents (Figure 9), which were grouped into 11 
clusters.

Based on the results, the scientific article from Teece (2007) had the largest node and the most 
citations (Table 4) for the publication entitled, “Explicating dynamic capabilities: the nature and 
microfoundations of (sustainable) enterprise performance”. In this case, the size of the node 
(Figure 9) indicated the number of article citations from the scientific reports (van Eck & 
Waltman, 2014). This was accompanied by the articles of Moore (1993) and Adner and Kapoor 
(2010), which were entitled “Predators and prey: a new ecology of competition” and “Value creation 
in innovation ecosystems: how the structure of technological interdependence affects firm perfor-
mance in new technology generations”, respectively. For the number of citations and total link 
strength, these three documents were popular articles (Khanra et al., 2022), authors (Khanra et al., 
2021), or publications (Khanra et al., 2020) in the field of business ecosystem. In addition, 17522 
documents cited 727 selected articles in the Scopus database.

Table 2. TOP 9 Authors of business ecosystem studies indexed by Scopus
Author Number of Documents
Rong, K. 20

Shi, Y. 15

Kapoor, R. 8

Dedehayir, O. 7

Makinen, SJ 7

Lin, Y. 6

Hellstrom, M. 6

Wikstrom, K. 6

Hyrynsalmi, S. 6
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5.4. Analysis bibliographic coupling
Bibliographic coupling is observed when similar reference is used by two different papers (Kessler, 
1963; Palumbo et al., 2020). This is subsequently a first and second publication citing a third 
document (van Eck & Waltman, 2014), through the evaluation of five analysis units, namely 
“Documents”, “Article Source”, “Author”, “Organization”, and “Countries”. From the visualization 
of bibliographic coupling with “Article Sources” and the minimum number of 5 documents in each 
source, a total of 410 outputs were obtained, with only 18 meeting the threshold. These articles 
were grouped into 3 clusters, with 17 of them being related while the remaining were unrelated 
(Figure 10).

Based on the results, “Lecture Notes In Business Information Processing”, “Sustainability 
Switzerland”, and “Technological Forecasting & Social Change” published 39 (5.4%), 23 (3.2%), 
and 22 (3.0%) documents of bibliographic coupling, respectively. Meanwhile, the remaining 407 
article sources published less than 3.0% of the documents each. From this context, no significant 
difference was observed in the percentage of the publications in the TOP 6 article sources. In 
Figure 10, almost all 3 clusters had similar node size, proving that “Article Sources” had inter-
connected links. Besides, no cluster was also dominant (Widianingsih et al., 2021) in the number of 
scientific publications.

5.5. Co-citation analysis
Co-citation is observed when two publications are jointly cited by other articles simultaneously 
(van Eck & Waltman, 2014). This analysis explains the following, (1) The number of times two 
publications are jointly cited, (2) The response of the study community to the outputs obtained 
(Okubo, 1997), and (3) The influence of the experts. Moreover, co-citation analysis is performed by 
implementing the VOSviewer or Gephi software. This was because some experts support the use of 
Gephi (Khanra et al., 2022), with others opting for VOSviewer (Fahimnia et al., 2015; van Eck & 
Waltman, 2014). The analysis also evaluates three analytical units, namely “References”. “Sources 
or Journals”, and “Authors”. For instance, Khanra et al. (2021) used Gephi with “Author” as the unit 
of analysis in evaluating co-citations. Meanwhile, Abdullah and Khan (2021) uses VOSviewer with 
the full counting method in co-citation analysis at the author level. These tools enable researchers 
to explore co-citation patterns and relationships within their data.

In this context, co-citation analysis using VOSviewer employs “Journals” as the unit of analysis. 
In VOSviewer visualization, the size of the nodes emphasizes the number of citations received by 
each journal. The VOSviewer analysis reveals that numerous journals are closely and jointly 
located, indicating strong co-citation relationships among them. Four distinct clusters of journals 
emerge: (1) Business Research and Industrial Marketing Management, (2) Research Policy and 

Table 3. TOP 10 Most productive country affiliates publishing articles in business ecosystem 
studies indexed by Scopus
Country Number of Documents
United State 109

United Kingdom 106

Finland 80

China 74

France 50

Germany 47

Italy 44

India 27

Spain 27

Netherlands 25
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Technovation, (3) Management and Organization Studies, (4) Strategic Management and 
Organization Science. These closely located journals within the clusters exhibit significant co- 
citation relationships compared to others (van Eck & Waltman, 2014). By conducting co-citation 
analysis, researchers gain insights into the interconnections and relationships among journals in 
terms of citations. This analysis helps identify influential journals, key research themes, and 
scholarly communities within the field of study.

From the results, Strategic Management Journal was the most frequently cited journal (1,320) or 
popular publication (Khanra et al., 2020), regarding the co-citation with other articles (Table 5). 
This was accompanied by Harvard Business Review and Research Policy, which had 992 and 642 
citations, respectively. In this case, all journals in the TOP 8 business ecosystem co-citation net-
work (Table 5) had Q1 quartiles from the Scopus database. This confirmed that the “Business 
Ecosystem” theme was an interesting topic published in a highly reputable journal (Q1).

Figure 9. Network visualization 
of article citations in business 
ecosystem studies indexed by 
Scopus.

Table 4. TOP 7 Scientific article citations in business ecosystem indexed by Scopus
Authors Number of Citations Total Link Strength
Teece (2007) 5,851 17

Moore (1993) 1,655 26

Adner and Kapoor (2010) 1,270 21

Iansiti and Levien (2004) 980 7

Gawer and Cusumano (2014) 883 8

Gretzel et al., 2015) 719 0

Santos and Eisenhardt (2005) 560 2
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6. Conclusion
The results of the bibliometric analysis conducted in this study shed light on the evolution of the 
business ecosystem field over the past three decades. Previous studies had primarily focused on 
short periods and limited peer-reviewed articles, which motivated the researchers to perform 
a comprehensive bibliometric analysis using VOSviewer visualization. This led to the performance 
of bibliometric analysis and VOSviewer visualization to examine the evolution of business ecosys-
tem from its inception to the present decade. All peer-reviewed articles retrieved from the Scopus 
database were included, providing a broader understanding of the research landscape. The find-
ings indicate that the concept of the business ecosystem gained increasing attention from 
researchers, particularly starting in 2013. This growing interest signifies its relevance and potential 
benefits for individuals who cannot afford access fees, highlighting the importance of open access 
in enabling equitable access to research findings. Open access facilitates collaboration, expedites 
publication timelines, and surpasses the average proportion of open access articles in various 
fields, contributing to a more inclusive and impactful research environment.

Figure 10. Network visualiza-
tion of article sources biblio-
graphic coupling in the study of 
business ecosystem indexed by 
Scopus.

Table 5. TOP 8 Co-citation network journals in business ecosystem studies indexed by Scopus
Journals Number of Citations Scopus Quartiles
Strategic Management Journal 1,320 Q1

Harvard Business Review 992 Q1

Research Policy 622 Q1

Academy of Management Review 476 Q1

Organization Science 417 Q1

Academy of Management Journal 349 Q1

Journal of Cleaner Production 348 Q1

Technovation 313 Q1
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In terms of organizational affiliations, the Universities of Cambridge and institutions in the United 
States emerged as the most productive contributors to publishing documents in the business ecosystem 
field. The National Natural Science Foundation of China stood out as the highest funding sponsor, further 
emphasizing the geographical domination observed in the organizational affiliations and funding sup-
port within the business ecosystem analysis. The most frequently observed theme in the title, abstract, 
or author keywords was “Business Ecosystem,” indicating its popularity, high total link strength, and 
dominance in the research discourse. Additionally, the study identified several themes that were rarely 
analyzed but emerged in mid-2019, including the sharing and circular economy, artificial intelligence, 
business ecosystem platforms, and the innovation ecosystem. These themes present opportunities for 
future analysis and further exploration within the business ecosystem field. The study also revealed 
notable collaborations and highly cited scientific publications. Rong, K. from Tsinghua University was 
identified as the co-author of the most collaborative articles. At the same time, Teece, D.J. had highly 
cited publications, indicating their significant contributions to the field, a popular article, and a popular 
author. The Strategic Management Journal emerged with the highest reputation and citation, under-
scoring its prominence and influence in the business ecosystem literature. All journals in the TOP 8 in 
business ecosystem studies have a Q1 quartile and are popular publications.

Despite the valuable insights gained from this study, certain limitations should be acknowledged. 
The data retrieval was limited to the Scopus database and only encompassed three subject areas. 
Future studies should consider combining data from multiple databases such as Scopus, Web of 
Science, Ebsco, Dimensions, and PubMed, while also expanding the scope to involve more subject 
areas. This approach would provide more comprehensive bibliometric information and a more 
nuanced understanding of the business ecosystem field. In conclusion, future research in the business 
ecosystem field is encouraged to explore the rarely analyzed themes, such as the sharing economy, 
circular economy, artificial intelligence, business ecosystem platforms, and innovation business eco-
systems. By addressing the identified limitations and further investigating these themes, researchers 
can advance the understanding and knowledge in the field of business ecosystems.
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